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A simple, easy-to-use, affordable, professional-caliber 1099 Software! Choose from
two versions, depending on your needs: E-File or Print for Windows® and Mac®.

Both versions handle 1099-MISC, 1099-INT, 1099-DIV, 1099-R and 1099-S forms.
Both versions will save you money: print 1099-MISC or 1099-INT on blank paper or
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pre-printed forms and the other 1099 types on pre-printed forms. Save time by
importing data. Choose the E-�le version to submit all data to the IRS electronically.

Ease your end-of-year burden with 1099 Software. Handles unlimited companies and
unlimited recipients.

 

1099 Features

CheckMark 1099 Software makes �ling 1099s a breeze! The program handles printing
or e-�ling of 1099-MISC, -INT, -DIV, -S, and -R.

Handles paper copies and electronic �ling of 1099 forms for the 2017 tax year.
Works with the current version of CheckMark Payroll and imports data for
employees who need 1099.
Utilized the latest database technology. No database server is required.
Data screen looks similar to a real 1099 Form.
Fast. Data can be imported from text �les as well as quickly keyed in manually.
Allows preview of data before you print.
Single-user capable, install locally and share data �les over a local network.
Sensitive data is encrypted for con�dentiality.
Windows® and Macintosh® compatible.
Handles unlimited companies and unlimited recipients.
Includes PDF User Manual and tech support for the �ling year.

When e-�ling, enjoy these additional features from CheckMark 1099 Software:

No preprinted Copy A or 1096 “red” forms to purchase.
Prints 1099-MISC recipient copies and payer copies on blank 4-up sheets.
Prints all 1099 recipient copies on preprinted forms.
Supports FIRE electronic �ling, which requires an IRS Transmitter Control Code
(TCC).
Creates a single �le that includes all companies and all forms ready to submit to
the IRS.

For more information visit CheckMark
website https://www.checkmark.com/1099_features.php
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CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
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